The August 25 Critical Mass is the anniversary of the start of the Katrina hurricane which devastated large parts of the Gulf coast.

Bicycles have special promise in dealing with disasters of all kinds, so it's fitting that we commemorate the disaster in New Orleans and recognize that we are a disaster-prone city as well.

As waters rise this century due in part to the Car Culture's contribution to Global Warming, our city will soon have a new shoreline. We propose that in August we follow that future shoreline to the offices of the Federal Emergency Management Agency in the Presidio for a surprise visit!

**Commemorate Katrina!**

**Celebrate our own looming Disaster!**

**Costumes! Trumpets! Music!**

Critical Mass radio will be broadcasting, bring your boombox!

Help make this a really special August Critical Mass — get together with friends and plan something awesome! Contact info@bikesnotbombs.net
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